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Pazo de Valdomiño
 

was founded in 1996 in Goiá

village in the Portuguese

towards our competitors is based on the exclusive use 

of Albariño grapes as main basic ingredient of 

Aguardientes and liquors. Above all this, our

production process is fully manufactured according to 

the traditional methods. Pazo d

its own plantation , 35 hectares of vineyards and 10 

hectares of Mirabelles. All in all, our main concern is to 

have a sustainable high quality in each and every

of the production.  

 

 

Brief History 
 

 

OUR REGION 
 
 
On the border with Northern Portugal next to the mouth of the River Miño and within 

the Rías Baixas G.I., in the sub region of the O Rosal, 

lies our famous distillery Pazo de Valdomiño.

The region whose excellent reputation has greatly 

increased in recent years due largely to the high 

quality of the wines grown here and a microclimate 

ideally suited to viticulture, fruit growing and 

horticulture. Products found growing here include 

the famous Mirabelle, Kiwi fruit and of course the 

Albariño grape. 
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Pazo de Valdomiño 

was founded in 1996 in Goián (Galicia, Spain), a small 

Portuguese border. Our difference 

towards our competitors is based on the exclusive use 

grapes as main basic ingredient of 

and liquors. Above all this, our 

production process is fully manufactured according to 

the traditional methods. Pazo de Valdomiño also has 

its own plantation , 35 hectares of vineyards and 10 

. All in all, our main concern is to 

have a sustainable high quality in each and every step 

 
The owner´s family has its roots in Goián , where the 

distillation process has been lost in time. In 1877 

Ozores ( Miguel´s great, great, grandfather

alchemist, created our famous Licor de Cilantro

liquor of coriander) , that was exclusively produced in

this village. Nowadays one can enjoy it all over Spain 

as well as in several other countries. 
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PRODUCTS 
 

At Pazo Valdomiño we have 

 

1. Aguardientes and traditional liquors production

2. Modern spirits, among we

3. Ecological production. 

 

1. Traditional Aguardientes
 

 

We highlight two ranges of products amo

Liquors: 

 

 

a) Pazo Valdomiño: high quality product under the Orujo Protected 

Designation of Origin (PDO) . I

one of the few premium 

market. 

 

It has been awarded several times through all this years: among others, 

the Bordeaux Golden Medal and several Wine Tasting Golden Pots 

awarded by the Galician Government , to 

the Orujo PDO 

 

Circle and Torcolato Bottles:

Exclusive. The perfect gift. 

 

 

b) Fonte do Frade: Highly competitive products, with 

under the 

Orujo Protected Designation Origin. Excellent price

supported by a 

standard packaging that will 

chocolate with cherries are included in this range of products. It is 

another awarded product. 
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At Pazo Valdomiño we have three different product lines: 

1. Aguardientes and traditional liquors production. 

we gins. 

guardientes 

Since 1996, our main purpose had been the 

production and commercialization of the

Aguardientes keeping the legacy of our ancestors. 

In addition, we adapted new technologies to the 

production and bottling processes, despite of 

keeping some traditional methods along the chain 

production , such as the careful selection of all and 

each raw  material , the labeling ( Ginabelle) or the 

super premium bottles that have an exclusive

Italian design and production. 

We highlight two ranges of products among our Aguardientes and 

high quality product under the Orujo Protected 

Origin (PDO) . Involved in an elegant design bottle, is 

one of the few premium Galician Aguardientes and liquors in the 

been awarded several times through all this years: among others, 

Bordeaux Golden Medal and several Wine Tasting Golden Pots 

Government , to Aguardientes and liquors of 

Circle and Torcolato Bottles: The best of the premium Aguardientes

 

: Highly competitive products, with recognized quality 

Orujo Protected Designation Origin. Excellent price-quality relationship 

standard packaging that will appeal our customer. Orujo cream and 

are included in this range of products. It is 
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keeping the legacy of our ancestors. 
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2. Our gins and other spirits

 
 
GINABELLE Gin 
 

In 2012 following the trend line of 

Gin&Tonic in Spain, Miguel Oliveira 

new project, Ginabelle. A hunger for an 

unique natural gin, led as to experiment 

with mirabelle plums, Albariño grapes and 

gorse. That is how Ginabelle was created , a 

balanced and complex gin,

different from others, a fully super 

product. More than one kilo of

is used in each bottle. 

 

Awards: 

 

 
 
 
CELTIC GIN 
 
Two new gins were launched in 2016 under the brand of 

Celtic and focusing the mainstream

 

Celtic London Dry: classic and dry , though with our 

particular touch. 

Celtic Fresh-a (Strawberry)

strawberries , caries freshness and

something completely on trade special among women
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ther spirits 

In 2012 following the trend line of 

Gin&Tonic in Spain, Miguel Oliveira starts a 

Ginabelle. A hunger for an 

unique natural gin, led as to experiment 

Albariño grapes and 

gorse. That is how Ginabelle was created , a 

balanced and complex gin, completely 

different from others, a fully super premium 

product. More than one kilo of distilled fruit 

 

 

-2013 -Before even having a brand , Ginabelle ( Gin + 

mirabelle) won the DIAGEO            ( spirits

company) Seed Program. 

-2015. - Ginabelle is launched and was considered the 

best contemporary gin at the London´s 

London 

-2016 . Golden Medal at the Brussels International 

Competition ( Spirit Selection) 

Mexico 2016 one of the most important spirit 

competition all over the world. 

 

Two new gins were launched in 2016 under the brand of 

Celtic and focusing the mainstream market: 

classic and dry , though with our 

a (Strawberry): using distilling fresh 

strawberries , caries freshness and sweetness which is 

something completely on trade special among women. 
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Before even having a brand , Ginabelle ( Gin + 

spirits world biggest 

ched and was considered the 

´s Distilling Craft, 

2016 . Golden Medal at the Brussels International 

Mexico 2016 one of the most important spirit 
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Other spirits 

We highlight Arima, a sloe gin or Joker

New interesting projects will be 

 

3. Ecological Production

Pazo do Valdomiño is a certified company for the production of 

ecological spirits beverage 

 

Up till now, we have been creating

but others will be produced in a near

 

 
 
COMMERCIALIZATION 
 

 

ON TRADE 
 
We deal with the best national distributors and import companies. What we mean by “ 

the best” are those that are perfectly capable to sell our high quality products with the 

same commitment as ourselves . They are undoubtedly 

 

OFF TRADE 
 
Right now, we are dealing with some of the best national retail chains as Gadisa , Froiz,

Carrefour and Mercadona. 

In export, our products can be found in chains as important as Selfriedges in London
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ight Arima, a sloe gin or JokerMaster a german herbs liquor 

New interesting projects will be launched in 2017 

3. Ecological Production 

Pazo do Valdomiño is a certified company for the production of 

ecological spirits beverage .  

Up till now, we have been creating ecological  Gin and Vodka, 

but others will be produced in a near future. 

We deal with the best national distributors and import companies. What we mean by “ 

best” are those that are perfectly capable to sell our high quality products with the 

commitment as ourselves . They are undoubtedly our partners. 

Right now, we are dealing with some of the best national retail chains as Gadisa , Froiz,

 

In export, our products can be found in chains as important as Selfriedges in London
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